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When science 

and policy

really meet 

Prof. Jet Bussemaker,

Chair Council of Public Health & Society, 

Professor Science, policy and societal impact, in 

particular in health care. Leiden University
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22 June 2022 



When science and policy really meet, it 
enables us to face major societal 
challenges;

We need various pathways to strive for 
this impact and we surely need courage to 
succeed together.  



Science and policy: an uneasy relationship

Different paradigms, different dynamics:

• Different paces;

• Different attitude towards (un)certainty;

• The importance of the best educated guess.



Historical perspective

3 frames I experienced over time:

• Science to science

• Science for competitiveness

• Science for society



Where are we now?

• From single issue problems to complex and wicked problems;

• From one dimensional scientific approaches of measuring quality to more 

diverse and sophisticated approaches and open science;

• From valorization to societal impact



• Surviving 

• Focus virus 

• Top down

• Narrow arsenal of 

knowledge

Alternative policies: organising resilience 

• Quality of life

• More value based political 

assessments

• Local variety 

• Wide range of knowledge 

sources 



Example: The National 

Science Agenda (NWA) 

‘If we want to find answers that have an 

impact on society, I firmly belief that we 

need to come up with new, creative 

combinations.

Combinations between technology and art, 

between historical roots and futuristic 

concepts, facts and imagination, science 

and the working world, new and existing 

knowledge’



Pathways: 

lessons learned



Improving scientific knowledge for policy making and society



Background – ZonMw (funder) & LUMC I2I 

project (2020-2022)
•Aim: Increase learning and improvement of research governance by 
research-on-research into participatory knowledge infrastructures

•Participatory knowledge infrastructure (PKI): Sustainable collaborations 
between researchers and stakeholders in policy, practice and/or education 
that are embedded in a broader ecosystem (such as knowledge platforms, 
learning networks, communities of practice, academic collaborative 
centers, consortia and living labs)

•Focus on relational factors that promote (knowledge utilization, expressed in 
collaboration with relevant stakeholders, including citizens



Results
•Context (e.g., Open Science) is a given for knowledge ecosystems

•Underlying mechanisms of co-creative pathways to knowledge utilization (‘how 
and why’) create necessary conditions: e.g., sustainable funding, availability of 
knowledge synthesis, embeddedness in governance structure, data sharing, team 
science, engagement of implementation scientists, science communication experts

•There is no one size fits all – it is important to jointly develop an adaptive impact 
pathway from the start, and 

•Be continuous attentive of facilitators (e.g., clear and shared goals, shared 
understanding of the issue / perspectives, mutual benefits/buy-in, trusting 
relationships) and barriers (e.g., insufficient time, commitment of stakeholders, red 
tape of funders)



My last call

• We need boundary spanners

• New leadership

• Transparency

• Constructive dialogue



Courage is knowing what

not to fear - Plato 



More information

• Contribution of Dr Wija Oortwijn during the AESIS roundtable Co-creation for 
Excellence & Impact which will take place tomorrow (June 23rd) between 13.45-
14.45
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Take home message (working hypothesis)

21

To properly realise the 
impact OF science on society, 

the research community 
needs a better grasp of the

impact of society ON science
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“It’s in the world we have to 
work. I’m a ditch-digger, I’m 
not an academic. I put 
academia behind me. It’s for 
the young. It’s for the 
inadequate.”

Robert Moses
(as interpreted by David Hare)



The impact of not thinking about impact

23
https://youtu.be/PeZ-U0pj9LI

“I spent 13 years at the NIMH really 
pushing on the neuroscience and 
genetics of mental disorders and 
when I look back on that I realise that 
while I think I succeeded at getting 
lots of really cool papers published by 
cool scientists at fairly large costs – I 
think $20 billion – I don’t think we 
moved the needle in reducing suicide, 
reducing hospitalisations, improving 
recovery for the tens of millions of 
people who have mental illness.” 

Thomas Insell (2013)

https://youtu.be/PeZ-U0pj9LI


The impact of not thinking about impact

24https://blogs.bmj.com/openscience/2018/01/24/setting-the-agenda-who-are-we-answering-to/

“Despite personal ideals and good 
intentions, in this incentive and 
reward system researchers find 
themselves pursuing not the work that 
benefits public or preventive health or 
patient care the most, but work that 
gives most academic credit and is 
better for career advancement.”

Frank Miedema (2018)
UMC Utrecht

https://blogs.bmj.com/openscience/2018/01/24/setting-the-agenda-who-are-we-answering-to/


Impact and the open ethos of science – Michael 
Gibbons (1999)

https://www.nature.com/articles/35011576

https://www.nature.com/articles/35011576
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Sarewitz’s article and responses – https://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/must-science-be-useful

Science is lost if it neglects impact – Dan Sarewitz (2016) 

“much of the problem can be traced 
back to a bald-faced but beautiful lie 
upon which rests the political and 
cultural power of science. […] It goes like 
this:

Scientific progress on a broad front 
results from the free play of free 
intellects, working on subjects of their 
own choice, in the manner dictated by 
their curiosity for exploration of the 
unknown.”

https://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/must-science-be-useful
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-017-0041-0

Impact - a neoliberal plot? J. Britt Holbrook (2017)

“The notion of an ‘impact agenda’ refers to policy makers’ 
attempts to impose accountability on academics for the 
public funding of research.”

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-017-0041-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-017-0041-0


How do we talk about what we value?

“We need to begin to tell 

stories that frame politics 

around genuine 

appreciation and social 

recognition for 

contributions to the 

common life and to 

collective well-being

that go beyond how the 

market rewards you and 

how the market defines 

the value of your 

contribution.”
Michael Sandel

Dec 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCZhA-_1n4E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCZhA-_1n4E
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-017-0041-0

Impact - might be a neoliberal plot, but worth doing anyway

“…we need to do away 
with the notion that 
research with broader 
societal impacts is 
somehow inferior to pure 
scholarship […]. 

…we need to engage with 
members of the 
communities in which our 
universities are situated, 
and we need to reward 
that behavior.”

“The notion of an ‘impact agenda’ refers to policy makers’ 
attempts to impose accountability on academics for the 
public funding of research.”

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-017-0041-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-017-0041-0


Shared research values in an open science world: the view from DORA

Reliable, rapidly 
communicated, accessible, 
high-quality research that 
transforms our understanding 
of the world and can change it 
for the better.

Researchers who collaborate, 
who feel a duty of care to group 
members & colleagues, and a 
responsibility to the societies of 
which they are an integral part. 

A research system that values 
the people within it, that cares 
about their quality of life, and 
that seeks out the creative 
vigour of diversity.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dr._Sadhna_Joshi_and_Research_Group.jpg



DORA: we are an important part of a bigger picture

https://sfdora.org/2020/08/18/the-intersections-
between-dora-open-scholarship-and-equity/

Equity & 
inclusion

DORA: 
reform of 
research 

assessment

Open 
Scholarship

Who gets in?

Who has a say? 

Bias & injustice: 
challenging history 

& stereotypes

Focus on outputs: 
qualities and 

varieties
Research 
culture: 

people & 
values

Impact 
OF

science Impact 
ON

science

Impact 
ON

science

https://sfdora.org/2020/08/18/the-intersections-between-dora-open-scholarship-and-equity/


It’s complicated: understanding constraints on 
change

• External and internal drivers, each 
apparently reasonable in its own 
terms, conspire to create a toxic brew

• Individual stakeholders (funders, 
universities, researchers) are 
constrained by competitive forces

• To realise the vision of open science, 
we have to deal with these realities

The idea of the 
genius or 

‘hero’ researcher

Financial & time 
pressures on 
universities

Management of research 
by govts & funders

(return on investment: impact)

Marketisation

Homophily

Bullying & 
exploitation

Reliance on metrics 
& league tables

Sector-wide 
risk aversion

Loss of vision

A culture of 
over-work

Tension 
between 

freedom & 
account-

ability

Focus on 
products 
(papers, 
grants)

Publisher self-interest



The impact of EDI

• To ensure our future success as a 
university

• To tap into pools of talent that 
have been neglected for too long –
diversity is a strength

• to increase the quality, relevance 
and world-changing impact of our 
research and education

• to improve the well-being and 
productivity of the people who 
work and study here by developing 
a culture that values everyone

33http://www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/governance/strategy/

http://www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/governance/strategy/


Scientists at odds over openness - change is hard

“We are concerned that 

Utrecht’s new ‘recognition 

and rewards’ system will 

lead to randomness and a 

compromising of scientific 

quality….”

https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/scientists-argue-
over-use-of-impact-factors-for-evaluating-research

Plan S is “too risky for science”, 
“unfair”, and “a serious violation 
of academic freedom”

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07386-x

“We yearn for frictionless, technological 
solutions. But people talking to people is 
still how the world’s standards change.”

Atul Gawande

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013
/07/29/slow-ideas

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atu
l_Gawande#/media/File:Atul-
Gawande_(cropped).jpg CC-BY-SA

https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/scientists-argue-over-use-of-impact-factors-for-evaluating-research
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07386-x
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/07/29/slow-ideas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atul_Gawande/media/File:Atul-Gawande_(cropped).jpg


Where next? And what can DORA do?

• A renewed vision of science as a shared 
endeavour and a public good

• An academy that is representative of the 
population

• A commitment to a culture and infrastructure 
of openness and participation, buttressed by 
values-based research(er) assessment 
practices (DORA can help with that)

?



Thank you

s.curry@imperial.ac.uk

@Stephen_Curry

mailto:s.curry@imperial.ac.uk
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Society + Science =Impact

Margaret Gold, Leiden University
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Public Engagement





Metcalfe 2014



All  

Hands  

On  

Deck!



Arnstein 1969



Haklay, 2016



Haklay, 2018



open  

science

citizen  

scienceopen data  

(FAIR)

openaccess

transparent  

projectdefinition

“top-down” projects  

“bottom-up”

projects

co-creation

complete  

collaboration

interdisciplinar

y  citizen

science

inclusion

transdisciplinary  

research





OPEN SCIENCE is defined as an inclusive construct that combines various movements  and practices 

• make multilingual scientific knowledge openly available, accessible and reusable for
everyone,

• to increase scientific collaborations and sharing of information for the benefits of
science and society, and

• to open the processes of scientific knowledge creation, evaluation and
communication

• to societal actors beyond the traditional scientific community.

•It builds on the following key pillars: open scientific knowledge, open science  
infrastructures, science communication, open engagement of societal actors and

open dialogue with other knowledge Systems

UNESCO, 2021



OPEN SCIENCE is also:

Knowledge Commons…  

Cognitive Justice…  

EquitableCollaboration…

OCSDNet Manifesto



Kullenberg & Kasperowski, 2016



Shirk et al. 2012

…and Citizen Science – participation at any stage  

of the research process



Collaboration  

Co-creation  

Co-production

Citizen Science





Society  

Impact
society and  

individuals

collective (societal)  

values,   

understanding,  

actions and well-being

Environment  

Impact
the bio-chemical-

physical environment,

the quality or quantity  

of specific natural  

resources or  

ecosystems.

Science &  

technology  

Impact

the scientific process  

(method) as well as  

research more  

broadly

the scientific system  

(institutions; science  

policy; incentive  

structures),

technological artefacts  

(such as apps) and  

standards.

Governance  

Impact

processes and  

institutions through  

which decisions are  

made (both informal  

and formal)

Relationships and  

partnerships

the governance of  

data generated.

Wehn et al. 2021
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Dutch National Institute for Public  

Health and the Environment



Dutch National Institute for Public  

Health and the Environment

3. Tapping into new  

sources of information,

knowledge and  

perspectives



9. Focusing research on

more relevant subjects,

and on citizen’s priorities

Dutch National Institute for Public  

Health and the Environment



Kloetzer et al. 2021



Kloetzer et al. 2021

Scientific Literacy



Den Broeder et al. 2017



Den Broeder et al. 2017

Taking action for a  

healthier life





Traditional and

Non-traditional

Data Sources



Fraisl et al. 2020



‘Red List Index’ - indicators that capture the risk of extinction over time of  birds, 



https://data-

blog.gbif.org/post/citizen-

science-on-gbif-2019/



MICS – Measuring Impact in Citizen Science



Society + Science =Impact
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The context: extreme inequality
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COVID-19 MAYLEAD  

TO AN INCREASE  

IN INEQUALITY IN  

ALMOSTEVERY

COUNTRY AT ONCE,  

THEFIRSTTIMESINCE  

RECORDS BEGAN.

Global wealth distribution

Conley (2008), Champkin (2014)

http://www.gapminder.org/


Human Development  
Report 2019

Beyond income, beyond averages, beyond today:
Inequalities in human development in the 21st century

FIGURE 3

Beyond income, beyondaverages andbeyondtoday: Exploring inequalities in humandevelopment leads to five key messages
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NEW  

URBAN  

AGENDA

Sendai Framework
for Disaster Risk Reduction  

2015 - 2030

Inequalities a major roadblock to progress across all the global agendas

ParisAgreement  

UN  Framework Convention onClimate Change (UNFCCC)

Inequalities and the development agendas

• Address the goals with the same urgency as the pandemic

• Approaches must be inclusive, ensure none are left behind, that all participate

• Interconnectedness, the importance of transdisciplinary approaches requiring collaboration across disciplines:  

and also across communities: scientists, government, the private sector, civil society



Rationale and ingredients for effective societal impact



A wake-up call: reconsider our values

• We have seen an increase in social exclusion. What has this meant for socialcohesion?

The presence of high levels of trust, a sense of belonging, a

willingness to participate and help others, and policies that

ensure social and economic inclusion

• And social inclusion?

The process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society

The process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of those disadvantaged on the basis  

of their identity to take part in society



Scientific responsibility and engaged scholarship

… utilization of scholarly or professional expertise with an  

intentional public purpose or benefit and with  

demonstrable engagement with external constituencies

…  generation of new knowledge, promotionof knowledge  

integration, application or dissemination of knowledge





Obstacles and threats to effective societal impact

Fake news, pseudoscience, nationalism



Science denialism, pseudoscience

▪ Doubt cast on the need for scientific understanding

▪ Undermines efforts to build a robust global science system

▪ Challenges to the scientific consensus (climate change, GMOs, vaccination, …)

▪ Characterized by lack of supporting evidence, erroneous arguments



The new information age and fake news
‘Infodemic’ of information, radical growth in access to information (unequally)

Deliberate fabrication, lack of editorial norms

Overlaps with

misinformation (false or misleading information)  

disinformation (deliberate spread of false information)



Science communication

• Need to rethink communication of science to non-scientists

• At the nexus of science education, public outreach, sociology, behavioural sciences

• Develop effective responses to the anti-science environment

• Vital to respect feelings, moral intuitions, cultural contexts



What are the challenges to recovery?

• What kind of society do we want to build, and what is the role of scientists in this  

reshaping and rebuilding exercise?

• How do we create a more resilient society, one that is better informed and better  

prepared, scientifically literate, more cohesive?

• Reflect on our values and goals



Strategies and policies towards effective societal impact of science

Building capacity, meaningful partnerships, equitable access to knowledge

Joint agenda-setting  

Enhancing scientific cooperation

Enabling transdisciplinary work

“Standing on the shoulders of crowds” (Nature, June2021)



Equitable pathways to transformation

IIASA-ISC project, resilience, building back better

Inclusive planning, actions, consultation, social inclusion

Work towards recovery and resilience that are equitable

A UN

framework for

the immediate 

socio-economic  

response to 

COVID-19

APR IL

2020



Open Science

▪ Powerful basis for inclusive development and cooperation

▪ Failure to effect real openness will exacerbate divides between Global North and Global South

▪ Major joint responsibility for funding councils, publishers, research bodies, policymakers, libraries,

…

▪ UNESCO (draft) Recommendation on Open Science

Open data Open access

Open toSociety



African Open Science Platform - a collaboration of 11 (so far) Africancountries

Convene and coordinate interests, ideas, people, institutions  

and resources needed to advocate and to advance open data-
intensive science as a fundamental resource in and forAfrica



https://council.science  
Twitter: @ISC
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- Good-practice of  impact exhibit during lunch -

City Occupied: A neighbourhood-based comparison of  informal land 

occupations in Bogota, Cape Town and São Paulo

Diana Sanchez-Betancourt, Senior Researcher, 

Human Sciences Council of  South Africa (HSRC)

#IOS22


